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Languages of (W-Central) Arunachal Pradesh

(Post and Burling 2017: 221)

Circled languages = 
languages for which I am 
aware that some 
amount of 
documentation (often 
simply recordings + a 
little metadata) has 
been archived in an 
open and internationally 
accessible format (read: 
online), typically by an 
international linguist.



Languages of (W-Central) Arunachal Pradesh

• International linguists don’t seem to be creating OA language archive 
deposits in this region at the rate that one might hope for



Languages of (W-Central) Arunachal Pradesh

• Why not?

• I don’t know. But maybe…
• it involves lots of work, and time…

• and there’s little if any concrete incentive.

• Sure, we might wish that things might change, but…

• …we might also quite reasonably decide not to hold our breath in 
anticipation of it.



Meanwhile…

• Community members in Arunachal Pradesh are themselves producing 
enormous quantities of language materials – much more by far than 
anyone else ever has!!



Meanwhile…

• This material includes…
• WhatsApp/Facebook chats

• often in large/open/semi-public groups

• in language

• often discussing about language

• often annotating media with language



Meanwhile…

• This material includes…
• WhatsApp/Facebook chats

• often in large/open/semi-public groups

• in language

• often discussing about language

• often annotating media with language

• often discussing topics of core interest 
to language & culture documentation
• flora & fauna IDs

• traditional cultural practices



Meanwhile…

• This material includes…
• Language documentation

• community-produced material

• designed for public consumption

• for the express purpose of 
documenting language and culture

• with goals of 
preservation/conservation and 
celebration

Informal translation MWP: I am Gomo Bam; I’m from here in Bam Village, from here in Lepa Rada District. It seems that 
these sorts [of videos] are being produced so that our traditional speech is not lost to the young people of today. Hearing 
this and thinking it a good idea, I also decided to stand up and narrate a tale. As for this tale, I know it better than 
anyone in this village. So therefore…I’m going to narrate for you the tale of Abo Tani’s taking Donyi Mumsi as a wife. Abo 
Tani didn’t take Donyi Mumsi as a wife straightaway. He took a dried-up Zingiberales leaf. Having taken a dried-up leaf…



Can/should it be archived?

• Answer #1: yes!
• who’s going to do it?

• professional linguists?
• possibly not a good use of our training/expertise/time

• (even if it were technically feasible, which it may well not be)

• community members?
• sure, maybe. But how?

• (continued on the next slide)

• Answer #2: it is being archived!
• well, we all know that free web-based platforms (YouTube, Facebook, etc.) 

aren’t “real” archives
• but…



Community members and international 
archives
• In my experience, community members in this region are 

reluctant to interact directly with international archives.

• Why is this so?
• lack of awareness? 

• maybe…

• mistrust of institutions?
• maybe…

• user-unfriendliness?
• ABSOLUTELY



Community members and international 
archives
• I’ve said it before (Post 2015; Wasson et al. 2018) and I’ll say it again:

• existing international language archives are prohibitively difficult for most 
community linguists to use/interact with
• (if we’re going to be honest about it, they are prohibitively difficult for most human 

beings to interact with)

• chief problems are
• user-unfriendly design & processes

• onerous user requirements (esp. around metadata)

• built-in Anglocentric cultural assumptions (e.g. around “ownership”, “ethics” and “access 
rights”)

• primarily for these reasons, international archives are 
• conserving much less material than they could be

• missing opportunities to work with enthusiastic and productive community members

• missing opportunities to take advantage of modern technologies



Community members and international 
archives
• If an international archive wishes to address these problems and 

make improvements…

• The result must be no more difficult to engage with than is Facebook, 
YouTube, or Gmail.

• And the user-experience should be just as pleasant, inviting and easy-
to-share.

• If these criteria are not met from the get-go, the battle will already 
have been lost.



Imagine…

• Step 1: large button: “UPLOAD”

• uploader information/location comes from login (Google account?)

• Step 2: some questions are asked (and user can skip any/all of them):
• what language is this?

• who is talking? 

• what about?

• where was it recorded?

• Step 3: share options pop up (WhatsApp, Facebook, Instagram, 
whatever)

• And that’s it.



Thanks for watching!

For more awesome Galo folklore videos, go here (links to Facebook)

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=710229606370492&id=944779772520927&sfnsn=wiwspwa&extid=JFZ5epvzlqOKdWnz&d=w&vh=e

